Elli Popp was founded in London in 2007 by German born independent designer Katja Behre. Influenced by nature, Elli Popp offers nostalgic relief through elegant yet contemporary motifs within our ever-urbanizing modern world. Featuring neo-romantic designs blended with a balancing use of colour, shape and theme. Each collection is unique, creating wonderfully abstract and atmospheric scenes to transform your visual space.

Story Telling and Colour Psychology: Katja has received special training in colour psychology for over 4 years. Exploring messages, moods and feelings associated with certain hues combined with stories and ‘hidden’ elements to create designs which are more than just decorative patterns. The stories and hidden elements create a playful and emotive narrative which surprise and delight upon interaction. This unique approach by Elli Popp creates a personal connection between the designer, the user and the environment. The imaginative and innovative designs are a leading influence in Wallpaper, mural and lifestyle design.